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TradeShark®
Accurate Short-Term Market Forecasts Based on Global Intermarket Dynamics

Most individual traders ﬁnd it difﬁcult to compete with ﬁnancial institutions, commercials and professional traders on the
basis of fundamentals so they turn to charts and technical analysis and software to analyse the one element – price – that
incorporates everything known about a market. TradeShark goes a step further by analysing the underlying relationships
among markets and using this data to produce predictive indicators that reveal accurate short-term market forecasts without
requiring any programming or other complex steps.

» Installation

Overview

Installing TradeShark is quick and easy (about five

TradeShark is unique, cutting-edge trading software

minutes). Simply follow the directions that appear on

that applies the pattern recognition capabilities of

screen as you download and install. The suggested

neural networks to intermarket analysis. The end result

system requirements are:

is TradeShark’s ability to produce predictive, leading
technical indicators that make highly accurate, short-term

•

Operating System: XP (SP3), Vista (SP1), 7, 8

forecasts of price trends in forex, equities, commodities,

•

Processor: 1.4 GHz

futures, and ETF markets around the globe.

•

Memory: 1 GB (XP), 2 GB (Vista, 7)

•

Screen Resolution: 1024x768

interconnected markets have considerable influence on

•

Hard Disk: Approximately 1 GB of available hard-disk

each other. If understood, these multi-market connections

space

would give traders an unprecedented trading advantage.

Intuitively,

traders

know

that

today’s

globally

This is particularly true now, as most traders continue

Data Provider

to focus narrowly on single-market technical indicators

The TradersOnly DataCenter (TradersOnly.com) is the

that look primarily at one market at a time. While this

preferred data provider for TradeShark. TradersOnly

approach has been the mainstay of technical analysis for

provides inexpensive, top-quality market data for various

decades, it fails to address these powerful intermarket

markets in the United States, Canada, India, Australia, and

relationships that drive today’s global markets.

the United Kingdom. The TradersOnly data is provided in

Yet, discovering these relationships and being able

a format designed specifically for use with TradeShark to

to capitalise on them remains elusive for even those

make the data handling experience as transparent and

traders aware of the intertwined nature of the global

easy as possible.

markets, simply because there is no easy way for these
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traders to do it on their own. That’s
where

TradeShark

really

F1) The Best Trading Opportunities Each Day

shines.

Its developers have harnessed the
power of computers to find these
underlying, subtle relationships that
can’t be seen by the human eye while
looking at price charts. Then, using
highly-sophisticated,

patented,

artificial intelligence technologies
involving the application of neural
networks to global intermarket data,
TradeShark provides its users with
highly accurate short term market
forecasts based on these underlying,
global intermarket dynamics.
TradeShark is ready to run right
out of the box. All of the research and
development behind the software’s

Using the trademarked IntelliScan feature, TradeShark will ﬁlter through thousands of markets and stocks
within seconds to pinpoint the best trading opportunities for the trader. The ﬁlters are customisable, and
numerous ﬁlters can be used to reﬁne the search. Using the suite of Predictive Indicators available in
TradeShark, you will be alerted days ahead of possible price turns.
Source: www.TradeShark.com

proprietary technologies and trend
forecasting

indicators

has

been

done for you. This involves running
countless calculations through a consistently updated

traders with insight about potential market turning points

neural network. This process, developed and refined over

which can give traders an early warning of impending

more than two decades by TradeShark’s development

trend changes as they are just developing – instead of

team, effectively transforms technical analysis (as we

two or three days too late.

have known it) from its historical focus on individual
markets into an intermarket framework that is more

Predictive Indicators

effective, given the nature of today’s globally intertwined

TradeShark offers more than a dozen proprietary,

markets.

technical indicators that analyse price movements to

Through
approach,

its

intermarket

TradeShark

creates

leading technical indicators that have

F2) Predicting the Next Day’s Trading Range

true predictive capabilities. They are
easy to use and do not require a trader
to do any programming or juggling
of parameters – just drag and drop
a specific predictive indicator on a
chart and your intermarket analysis
can begin. This is TradeShark in a
nutshell.
What sets TradeShark apart from
other trading software is its use of
highly sophisticated algorithms in a
neural network process that creates
true predictive indicators of price
trends based on the intermarket
dynamics of the most influential 25
related markets on each “target”
market

under

predictive

analysis.

capabilities

These

Utilising Artiﬁcial Intelligence to analyse the relationships other markets have on the market being traded,
TradeShark’s predicts the next day’s high and next day’s low giving you the day’s trading range. This
information is used by day traders as well as swing traders for setting stops and picking the best possible
entry and exit points.
Source: www.TradeShark.com

provide
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T1) Data Test Period: January 1, 2013 - August 15, 2013

or you can use one of the templates provided. You can
develop your own portfolio of markets that you want to

Stocks

follow and click through multiple charts of these markets

Apple

86.1%

Amazon

81.8%

Bank of America

80.5%

Educational Partners

Celgene

80.8%

Until this release, TradeShark was available only to a

Ford Motor

83.2%

limited number of professional traders. One of them is

Google

81.1%

Larry Williams, a legendary trader known for developing

Netﬂix

80.9%

Priceline

83.5%

Futures

with ease.

innovative trading concepts and creative indicators
over the last 50 years, writing numerous trading books,
presenting seminars worldwide and winning competitive
trading championships.

Light sweet crude oil

82.0%

E-mini S&P 500 Index

84.3%

Schwager, the author of the Market Wizards books, as

Euro/U.S. dollar

81.0%

well as other trading books and a fund trading advisor,

Soybeans

81.9%

has also had access to TradeShark in advance of its

Forex

Another well-known name in trading circles, Jack

availability to the general public. Jack Schwager offers

U.S. dollar/Canadian dollar

84.8%

several of his proprietary indicators exclusively on the

U.S. dollar/Swiss franc

81.9%

TradeShark platform. These indicators have never been

A mix of stocks, futures and forex markets were selected and tested from Jan 1,
2013 through mid-August 2013. The table shows the accuracy rates.

available to the general public, so this is a very exciting
development.

Quelle: www.TradeShark.com

Summary
Years ago drivers looking under the hood of their cars
could identify the fan belt, spark plugs, dip stick, and
reveal changes in market strength, predict the next day’s

other essential elements to perform most of the routine

high and low trading range and provide a forecast, based

maintenance on their vehicles. It was pretty much a do-it-

on the software’s proprietary Neural Index which shows

yourself project to take care of a vehicle.

where prices might close in the next two days. Tests

Today’s cars are so complex and sophisticated that it

over many years and in different market conditions have

requires a trained technician and a computer diagnosis

shown a consistent accuracy rate for the Neural Index

whenever anything needs to be fixed. Looking under the

of around 80 per cent. For the purpose of this review, a

hood won’t help most people much. Now, all you have

mix of stocks, futures and forex markets were selected

to do is start the engine and take off. It still takes skill

and tested from Jan 1, 2013 through mid-August 2013.

to drive the vehicle but, for most people, the mechanical

The results from these most recent seven months of

aspects are best left in the hands of experts.

2013 indicate the accuracy published on the TradeShark
website is realistic.

Similarly, TradeShark handles all the complex,
sophisticated global intermarket analysis “under the

TradeShark also includes the trademarked Intelliscan®

hood” and then presents the key findings through a

feature that provides about two dozen distinct filters for

variety of predictive indicators that reflect where prices

scanning markets based on various predictive indicators.

are expected to head. You still have to be the driver who

These simple but highly effective filters allow you to find

makes the decisions about when and where to go, but

trading opportunities based on your chosen criteria and

you don’t have to do any programming or even know

provide alerts about potential trend changes to allow you

anything about neural networks or intermarket analysis.

to make or modify trades based on the most current trend
forecasts.

TradeShark gives you clues about the direction to go
with a roadmap of indicators pointing the way. Your goal

The graphical interface provides sharp, clear charts

as a trader is to make money from the markets. Now, with

that can be tailored to whatever type of bar/candle chart

TradeShark you can accomplish this more confidently,

with whatever colours you want to use. You can build

more quickly and with a greater degree of predictive

your own templates with whatever best suits your style

accuracy. «
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